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                Protect Yourself, Your Assets And Your Loved Ones

                The friendly team at Together CS  offer members, regardless of their age, up to 88,572 reasons to review their later life planning needs.

                This is the number of Financial Rewards, with a value between £0.50 and £12, that each member can potentially earn.  All they need to do is review their Later Life Planning needs and introduce  others who become Together CS members and share in our mutual success story too.

                Together CS is new, innovative, and forward-thinking. We work with established, well-respected companies, to deliver the right solutions you need, and offer you the potential to build your wealth by sharing in our success.

            

            
                Put simply, if you join Together CS and follow the three step plan:

                	Review your later life planning needs (this include Will Writing, Lasting Powers of Attorney, Will Trusts, Standalone Trusts, Probate and Estate administration and Equity Release);
	Optionally, apend at least £149 on our products and services;
	Introduce three others who go on to take these same three steps.


                  You will then have the potential to earn £155,000 + over thirty months. It’s just three simple steps to potentially significant – life changing – financial reward.

              

                Spend £2,500 or more on our value for money estate planning solutions, and your earnings have the potential to rise above £700,000 without having to do any more work than if you had just spent the £149!

If you don't buy any of our solutions, you can still join and introduce others that do become customers, with the potential to earn £100,000+ for the same level of work.'

                At Together CS we have access to a range of value for money solutions which provide potentially large money saving benefits. You are not too young to make your Will (unless you are under 18 years of age) - we have members of all ages, and we ensure that their Will can be updated for a flat fee of £10 as circumstances change over time. You never know what's around the corner, and it's better to be safe than sorry!

                Is this a gimmick?

                No way. All we are doing is eliminating our substantial marketing budget which would usually go to Google, Facebook or other big business, and instead paying our members an equivalent amount.

                We will pay up to £120 per new member that comes on board as a paying customer, and share each payment between up to 10 people. This is similar to what we might pay to advertising agencies, and social media companies, but we want to pay it to you! We are proud to be giving money back to ordinary people in the local economy, rather than helping some of the richest companies in the world to get even richer.
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            If you are resident in England or Wales, you can request a free, initial consultation where a trained Together CS consultant can explain to you the benefits of the Financial Rewards Programme, and Later Life Planning, after understanding your circumstances. They can also make recommendations unique to you, based on your situation.

If you decide to proceed, then all prices will be explained before you make a commitment. You can check out our dynamic price calculator on the website too!
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